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Abstract. This work suggests two ways of looking at Michigan classi-

er systems; as Genetic Algorithm-based systems, and as Reinforcement
Learning-based systems, and argues that the former is more suitable for
traditional strength-based systems while the latter is more suitable for
accuracy-based XCS. The dissociation of the Genetic Algorithm from
policy determination in XCS is noted, and the two types of Michigan
classi er system are contrasted with Pittsburgh systems.

1 What is a Learning Classi er System?
What a Learning Classi er System (LCS) is seems contentious, to the extent that
discussion of this issue dominated the First International Workshop on Learning
Classi er Systems (IWLCS-92). In his report on the workshop Robert Smith
paraphrased Lashon Booker as follows:
\The LCS is usually described as a method: a set of algorithmic details
that de ne a way to solve a class of problems. However, in many ways
the LCS is more of an approach: a set of conceptual details that de ne a
certain direction for developing methods. Therefore, the de ning issues
for the LCS are not necessarily algorithmic, but conceptual. The central
problem addressed by the workshop's discussions was to clarify these
de ning, conceptual issues." [24] p. 2.
That conceptual issues remained a concern for classi er systems in 2000 is
indicated by the inclusion of a series of 11 short essays under the title \What is
a Learning Classi er System?" in a recent publication [15].
One conceptual issue addressed here is whether classi er systems are best
characterised as evolutionary systems or Q-learning-like systems. Of course classi er systems traditionally incorporate both evolutionary and Reinforcement
Learning (RL) algorithms. Given their hybrid nature it seems inappropriate
to attempt to cast them strictly as one or the other, and this is not the aim of
this work. There are, however, con icting views of the relationship and relative
importance of the classi er system's components, as the following quotes should
suggest.
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In Holland and Reitman's discussion of the two learning subsystems in the
rst classi er system, CS-1 [16], it is clear that they consider the Genetic Algorithm (GA) the primary learning system and the credit assignment system
decidedly secondary:
\The second process [credit assignment] is a form of simple learning;
after a series of actions, it stores in memory information about the consequences of these actions. The third process [the GA] is a more complex
learning process . . . the novelty of the model [the LCS] is not so much
in the performance or simple learning processes [credit assignment], but
rather in the process that changes memory [the GA]." [16] p. 470.
Although the quote above is from 1978, this view is not con ned to early
work on classi er system, as the following quote from 1998 suggests:
\The learning classi er system (LCS) is an application of the genetic
algorithm (GA) to machine learning." [9] p. 299.
However, the classi er systems literature also contains contrasting views, in
which the role of the GA is not emphasised so much. For instance:
\In many ways, the LCS can be thought of as a GA-based technique
for grouping state-action pairs." [25] B1.5:8.
Although classi er systems are still \GA-based" in the above, the GA is
clearly not the whole story. Grouping state-action pairs is not the ultimate goal
of a classi er system; something must be done with these groups. Finally, a quote
which appears to minimise the role of the GA, at least in XCS:
\In XCS, the `discovery component' does not actually discover new
classi ers, if one means classi ers that `do the right thing' in the situations they match, i.e., correctly connect conditions with actions.
Instead, the discovery component searches along the speci city-generality
axis for classi ers that are maximally general while still accurate." [44].
These quotes are meant to suggest a diversity of opinion in the literature,
and that the issue of how to characterise classi er systems is worthy of further
examination. In the following section the di erence between classi er systems
and genetic algorithms is brie y examined, following which di erent types of
classi er systems and di erent views of them are considered.

2 Two Views of Classi er Systems
Although I was unaware of the diversity of opinion regarding the nature of
classi er systems when I rst began working with them in 1996, I soon became
concerned that I was unsure of the di erence between a genetic algorithm and a
classi er system. I had seen the LCS described as a combination of a production
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system, rule discovery system and credit assignment system. I reasoned that
since the rule discovery system typically is a genetic algorithm, the LCS must be
something more, since it has two additional components. However, I decided the
credit assignment system was just what we call the tness function of a genetic
algorithm. Granted, credit assignment in an LCS was more complex than the
examples of function optimisation with a GA which I had seen, but it was still
a kind of tness function. This left the production system as the real di erence
between the LCS and GA. But since the production system is conceptually
straightforward { its task is simply to apply the rules when appropriate { a
classi er system seemed to be just a way of applying a GA to certain kinds of
problems. Certainly we need to wrap the GA up with a little machinery (the
production system and a special kind of tness function) to interface it with the
problem, and perhaps the GA needs a little help in the form of operators like
covering (see, e.g., [13, 4, 43]), but the LCS seemed to be essentially a GA.1
This is a view which I still think is consistent with Holland's intentions,
and those of many others. Classi er systems have, after all, been described as
Genetics-Based Machine Learning (GBML) systems [11].

Less-genetic Classi er Systems The view of a classi er system as essentially
a GA is somewhat extreme, and other less extreme views exist. In addition to the
GA, a classi er system may contain rule discovery mechanisms such as covering,
triggered chaining [22], bridging [14, 21], and corporate linkage [45, 39]. In such
systems the GA is just one component of the rule discovery system, although
perhaps an important one. However, some LCS emphasise the use of non-genetic
operators more heavily than others, and in some cases the GA is even considered
a `background' operator [3].
Non-genetic Classi er Systems That a classi er system is essentially a GA is

atly contradicted by the considerable recent work on LCS which use alternative
rule discovery systems. In hindsight, there seems no justi cation for insisting on
the use of GAs as opposed to other evolutionary algorithms. Alternatives were
suggested some time ago [42, 40, 41, 25] and some recent work has indeed used
Genetic Programming rather than Genetic Algorithms [19, 1]. What's more, a
signi cant amount of recent work has been on systems which contain no evolutionary algorithms [30, 32, 31, 33, 34, 5, 6, 35{37,7]. If we accept such systems as
classi er systems (as is the norm, e.g., work on such systems has appeared at
the IWLCS workshops), we are dealing with a much broader concept than that
of a GA and some wrapping. Unfortunately, discussion of this trend lies outside
the scope of this work.

Linking Classi er Systems and Mainstream RL A second trend which

breaks from the view of classi er systems as GA-based systems is that which
1

A more detailed account of the di erences between the two would be desirable, but
must be deferred to another work.
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seeks to link classi er systems and mainstream reinforcement learning. RL has
made great strides since the introduction of classi er systems, and it is clear
that most classi er systems are RL systems, that they address many of the same
issues addressed by other RL systems, and that there is much to be gained from
integrating classi er systems with mainstream RL. The need to bridge classi er
systems and mainstream RL appeared to be the consensus during the discussion
at IWLCS-99.

The GA-view and RL-view This leaves us with two contradictory views of
what a classi er system really is, what we might call the GA-view { that the
LCS is essentially the application of a GA to a problem { and the RL-view; that
the LCS is a kind of RL system, i.e., a Q-learning-like system in which the GA
is (or may be) a component, but in which many of the interesting issues are to
do with credit assignment. The two views place di erent emphasis on di erent
subsystems: according to the GA-view, the GA, and issues relating to it, are
of primary importance, while the RL-view places greater importance on credit
assignment. The existence of two alternative views begs an important question:
does a classi er system solve problems using evolutionary means, or does it solve
them in the way non-evolutionary RL systems do?
One aim of this work is to recognise and publicise the existence of these
alternative views, since they seem under-recognised, particularly in the literature. Another aim is to clarify these views, and to justify the RL-view of (some)
LCS. Signi cantly, the RL-view focuses on XCS, which I have argued di ers
fundamentally from Holland's LCS, to the extent that it more closely resembles mainstream RL systems such as tabular or neural network-based Q-learners
[18].2
Without a good, basic understanding of RL, the distinction between the GA
and RL views of LCS is likely to be unclear. Unfortunately a review of RL algorithms is impossible here, but readers interested in the subject are encouraged
to consult [38], which should be required reading for anyone wishing to apply
LCS to RL problems. I believe the future of LCS research (for sequential tasks)
is heavily grounded in the RL-view; the most important issues to be addressed
in LCS research are those which are and will be addressed in RL. This is not to
marginalise evolutionary approaches to RL, but to say that they too will bene t
from understanding of non-evolutionary approaches.

3 Two Classi er Systems
Two major types of classi er systems (and hybrids of them) appear in the literature. In Pittsburgh-style (Pitt) classi er systems (e.g., LS-1 [27{29]) the GA operates on chromosomes which are complete solutions (entire sets of rules), whereas
2

Despite this, XCS originated and has been studied exclusively within the LCS community, and is by far most strongly integrated with the LCS literature. Much better
integration with mainstream RL awaits.
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in the more common Michigan-style LCS chromosomes are partial solutions
(individual rules) (see [11] for further explanation). Some hybrid PittsburghMichigan systems exist (e.g., [12, 10, 17]).
Although this di erence may seem minor, Michigan and Pittsburgh systems
are really quite di erent approaches to learning, as we will see in section 4. The
di erences between the two may account for some, though not all, of the diculty in characterising classi er systems. In this work we will consider Michigan
systems, although their relation to Pittsburgh system will be highlighted.
To make matters more concrete we will consider two particular Michigan
classi er systems: XCS and SBXCS (Strength-Based XCS). XCS, introduced
by Wilson in 1995 [43], is the most popular classi er system to date, and is
well-documented elsewhere (e.g., [43, 8]). Its primary distinguishing feature is its
accuracy-based tness; in the GA, it bases the tness of a rule on the accuracy
with which it predicts environmental reward. This contrasts with traditional
strength-based tness, in which the tness of a rule depends on the magnitude of
the reward it receives. This di erence has a surprising number of consequences
[18].
SBXCS [18] is XCS's strength-based twin; that is, it is a version of XCS to
which the minimal changes have been made in order to make it a strength-based
system. SBXCS is a functional classi er system, quite capable of tasks such as the
6 multiplexer [18], and generally similar to ZCS [42]. SBXCS's value lies in the
fact that while it is algorithmically very similar to XCS, it has rather di erent
capacities. This combination of traits allows us to attribute the di erence in
capacity to the responsible mechanisms more easily.

Estimating Strength/Prediction A classi er system contains two major pro-

cesses which require estimates of the value of rules: action selection and rule
discovery. Both XCS and SBXCS base their value estimates on the rewards
they receive, though they di er in how they do so. To begin, both calculate
the strength (called prediction in XCS) of a rule using the Q-learning update,
adapted for classi er systems [43]. In non-sequential tasks the update is:

pj + (P , pj )
(1)
where pj is the prediction of rule j , is the learning rate and P is the payo
pj

(reward) from the environment [43]. The update is applied to the set of rules
which match the current input and advocate the action taken by the system,
called the action set [A]. XCS and SBXCS di er in what follows the prediction
update, as illustrated in gure 1, and explained in the following sections. Full
speci cations of XCS and SBXCS appear in [18].

3.1 SBXCS
In order to estimate the value of taking a given action in response to the current
input, SBXCS consults all the rules which match the current input and advocate
that action. S (ai ), the strength of action ai , is de ned as:
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SBXCS
Reward
Rule Strength
Action
Selection

Rule
Discovery

XCS
Reward
Rule Strength
Action
Selection

Rule Accuracy
Rule
Discovery

Fig. 1. How XCS and SBXCS use rewards to weight rules in action selection and rule
discovery. The arrows indicate the ow of information.

S (ai ) =

X

c2[M]ai

pc  numerosity(c)

(2)

where [M]ai is the set of matching rules advocating action ai , and numerosity(c)
is the number of copies of rule c in the population [43]. In short, the strength
of action ai is the total of the strengths of all the rules which advocate it.
Signi cantly, if [M]ai is empty action ai cannot be selected.
Once SBXCS has calculated the strength of each action S (ai ), any of a great
number of methods can be used to select an action, e.g., random selection (pure
exploration mode [43]), deterministic greedy selection (pure exploitation mode
[43]), or -greedy selection [38], to name but a few.

3.2 XCS
In XCS, calculation of the advocacy for an action is more complicated than
in SBXCS, in that we must initially calculate rule tnesses using the following
series of updates. First we update the prediction error "j of each rule j in the
action set:
,

"j + jP , pj j , "j
Next we calculate the accuracy j of each rule:
"j



(3)
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"j < "o
j = 1 (" =" ),v ifotherwise
j o

(4)

j  numerosity(j )
x  numerosity(x)

(5)

where 0 < "o is the accuracy criterion, a constant controlling the tolerance for
prediction error. Rules with " < "o are considered to be equally (and fully)
accurate. The accuracy fallo rate 0 < < 1 and accuracy exponent 0 < v are
constants controlling the rate of decline in accuracy when "o is exceeded.
Once the accuracy of each rule in [A] has been calculated, we calculate the
relative accuracy 0 of each rule:

0j =

P

x2[A]

Finally, we update each rule's tness Fj towards its relative accuracy:

Fj

Fj + (0j , Fj )

(6)

In summary, the XCS updates treat the strength of a rule as a prediction of
the reward to be received, and maintain an estimate of the error "j in each rule's
prediction. An accuracy score j is calculated based on the error as follows. If
error is below the accuracy criterion threshold "o the rule is fully accurate (has
an accuracy of 1), otherwise its accuracy drops o quickly. The accuracy values
in the action set [A] are then converted to relative accuracies (the 0j update),
and nally each rule's tness Fj is updated towards its relative accuracy. To
simplify, in XCS tness is inversely related to the error in reward prediction,
with errors below "o being ignored entirely.
When it comes to selecting actions, XCS weights the predictions of the matching rules by their tnesses in order to obtain the system prediction P (ai ) for each
action ai :
P

P (ai ) =

c2[M]ai

Fc  pc

P

c2[M]ai

Fc

(7)

Then, as in SBXCS, any action selection method may be used on the P (ai )
values.

3.3 Representation in XCS and SBXCS
XCS tends to nd rules which form complete maps of the input/action/reward
space because 1) the tness of a rule does not depend on the magnitude of the
reward it receives, so no region is neglected simply because it does not generate
high rewards, and 2) pressure towards diversity in the rule population drives it
towards covering the entire space [43, 18].
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In contrast, SBXCS (and other strength-based LCS) tend towards best action
maps, in which only the most highly rewarded action for each state is represented.
This is a form of partial map, since not all actions are advocated. In practice,
SBXCS does not actually represent only the best action for each state, but it
does tend to represent only a subset of the available actions. This occurs simply
because the tness of a rule is proportional to the magnitude of the reward it
receives [18].
The di erence between best action and complete maps is illustrated in gure
2 which shows the 3-bit multiplexer function represented using two sets of rules;
in the centre a partial map, and on the right a complete map.

A B C Output
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

0 0 #!0
0 1 #!1
1 #0 !0
1 #1 !1

00 #!0
00 #!1
01 #!0
01 #!1
1 #0 !0
1 #0 !1
1 #1 !0
1 #1 !1

Fig. 2. Truth table (left), best action map (centre) and complete map (right) for the
3 multiplexer.

4 The Policy's the Thing
Section 1 outlined two views of classi er systems: the GA-view { that the LCS
is essentially the application of a GA to a problem { and the RL-view, that the
LCS is some kind of RL system, that is, something like Q-learning, perhaps with
some kind of evolutionary component. Which view is correct? Or, more likely,
which view is most appropriate? Perhaps it depends on the classi er system in
question. Are the two views compatible? The following sections suggest some
answers.
Classi er systems for reinforcement learning have the same goal as any RL
system: to maximise return. To do so, an RL agent must nd an optimal policy.3
However, an important feature of classi er systems { many would say the whole
point of using them, rather than, say, tabular Q-learning { is their in-built capacity to exploit environmental regularities. We could say the primary tasks an
LCS faces are nding good policies and nding useful generalisations while doing
3

Return is a generalisation of the notion of environmental reward. A policy is a
mapping from each state to an action; an optimal policy is one which maximises
return. See [38].
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so. Consequently, we can address the GA- and RL-view question by considering
how an LCS nds (selects, determines) policies, and how it nds generalisations.
In fact, we will overlook the issue of nding generalisations. They are expressed by #s in rule conditions, and rule conditions are the concern of the
rule discovery system. In both SBXCS and XCS the main component of the
rule discovery system is the GA; in other words, in both systems it is up to
the GA to nd useful generalisations. Of course, for the GA to do so the credit
assignment system must provide it with useful information; it must give useful
generalisations higher tness than less useful or less general conditions. But let's
ignore generalisation and focus on the learning of policies. Two broad approaches
have been mentioned: evolution and Q-learning-like RL. Which approach does a
(Michigan) classi er system use? Let's consider SBXCS and XCS in turn.

4.1 How SBXCS Determines Policies
We know that, to a rst approximation, SBXCS's rule population determines its
policy, and that SBXCS's GA evolves its rules, so we could say that SBXCS's
GA determines its policy. But this is a super cial analysis, and in fact we could
apply the same reasoning to XCS. Let's consider SBXCS's operation in more
detail.
A policy is a mapping of states to actions. A rule population may not specify
a unique policy { often con icting rules occur, and some states may have no
matching rules. Given this, how can we tell what a classi er system's policy is?

Deriving a Policy from a Value Function: Tabular Q-Learning Let's
consider a tabular Q-learning system. It maintains a value function, and just as
a set of rules is not a policy, neither is a value function.4 (A set of rules can
represent a value function, but it can also represent con icting actions for the
same state; it is more general than a policy.) From its value function, a tabular
Q-learner derives a policy as needed. That is, each time the system must select
an action it consults its value function for the current state, and applies some
action selection method (e.g., -greedy selection). Since the value function is
constantly being updated, so is the policy. The point here is that there is no
explicitly represented policy; it is generated as needed.
Deriving a Policy from a Value Function: SBXCS A classi er system

selects actions based on the currently matching rules (see equations (7) and (2)),
using some action selection method, in the same way a tabular Q-learning system
does based on its value function. From this description an LCS operates just like
a tabular Q-learner. But in some cases there's a di erence. Recall from section
3.3 that SBXCS maintains partial map representations, and that consequently
sometimes (in fact, usually) some of the actions available in a state have no
4

A value function is a mapping from each state (or state-action pair) to an estimate
of its value. See [38].
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value estimate. SBXCS (following XCS) cannot select actions whose values are
not estimated (i.e., which are not advocated by a matching rule).
In contrast, in a tabular Q-learning system, all actions are represented and
can be selected. Is this signi cant? Yes, because the presence or absence of rules
is determined by the GA. By determining which actions are represented, the GA
in uences action selection.

4.2 How XCS Determines Policies
XCS and SBXCS can be con gured to select actions using the same method
(e.g., -greedy selection), and neither can select actions which no matching rule
advocates. However, XCS's strong tendency towards complete maps means that,
typically, all actions are represented by some rule. The signi cance is that in
XCS the GA does not in uence action selection by preventing some actions from
being selected. In XCS, all actions are eligible for selection, just as in tabular
Q-learning.5
This point is somewhat subtle, since the same action selection method can be
used with both systems. The behaviour of the chosen method di ers in the two
systems because of the form of representation upon which it operates (partial
versus complete maps). In complex systems like classi er systems, this sort of
interaction between components can easily occur by chance, although in this case
XCS's designer, Stewart Wilson, intended action selection to operate on complete
maps [43]. What Wilson may not have intended was the resulting decoupling of
the GA and action selection, i.e., of the GA and policy determination.
That XCS's GA is detached from action selection seems highly signi cant to
the issue of how it determines policies. It is also relevant to the issue of the GA
and RL-views, as we'll see shortly.

4.3 Three Approaches to Determining a Policy
We can distinguish three ways to determine a policy. The rst is to evolve and
evaluate complete policies, in which case policies are completely determined by
the evolutionary algorithm. This is the approach used in Pittsburgh LCS. A
second approach is to derive a policy from a (complete) value function, as we
do in tabular Q-learning. In this case the policy is completely determined by
the Q-learning process. This is the approach used with XCS, where the value
function is stored by the rule population.
Finally, the third approach, that used by SBXCS, lies somewhere between
the rst two. In SBXCS, the policy is derived from the incomplete representation
of the value function SBXCS's partial map provides. Signi cantly, the policies
which can be derived depend on which actions are advocated, which in turn
depends on which rules the GA maintains in the population. Thus, the policy is
5

More carefully, initialising XCS with an empty population results in a temporarily
partial map, allowing the GA and covering some in uence on action selection.
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determined by a combination of Q-learning and evolution (and any additional
rule discovery mechanisms, such as covering).6
Note that the GA in XCS does in uence the policy to the extent that it inuences the value function by aliasing states (introducing #s in rule conditions).
But this is less direct than the GA's in uence on the policy in SBXCS.

4.4 The GA-View and the RL-View
In this section we relate the two learning subsystems to the two primary tasks
(policy learning and generalisation ) of the classi er system, consider the emphasis to be placed on the role of the GA, and nally propose an answer to the
question of whether classi er systems are GA-based or RL-based.

Which Subsystem Does What? Although all classi er systems contain a rule

discovery and credit assignment system, we can now see that di erent classi er
systems operate on very di erent principles. Although XCS and SBXCS are very
similar algorithmically, XCS relies entirely on Q-learning to obtain policies, while
SBXCS combines Q-learning with evolution. Pittsburgh classi er systems rely
on the GA to address both issues. Figure 3 summarises the di erences in the
three approaches.

XCS SBXCS Pitt LCS

Policy
QL QL & GA
Generalisation GA GA

GA
GA

Fig. 3. The method (Genetic Algorithm or Q-Learning) employed by each system for
nding policies and generalisation.

The Importance of the GA The two approaches place di erent emphasis on
the role of the GA; in SBXCS the GA is more signi cant as it directly a ects the
policy. This emphasis on the role of the GA is part of the rationale for traditional
(strength-based) classi er systems. In case there is any doubt concerning the
emphasis to be placed on the role of Q-learning in accuracy-based XCS, [18]
shows how XCS reduces to tabular Q-learning when generalisation is disabled.
The quotations at the start of this work seem entirely consistent with these
conclusions regarding the importance of the GA.
6

The ghter aircraft LCS [26] is an interesting case in which a default policy is applied
in the absence of any matching rule.
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Which View for Which System? The RL-view seems entirely appropriate

for XCS, since it derives its policy solely from a value function, just as tabular Q-learning does. In contrast, the GA-view seems entirely appropriate for
Pittsburgh LCS, which rely on the GA for both policy learning and generalisation. Somewhere in between the two extremes lies SBXCS, in which the GA and
Q-learning both contribute to determining the policy.

5 Conclusion
I have tried to convey two somewhat imprecise points of view on what a classi er
system is, and how it solves problems (adapts its policy). The GA-view holds
that classi er systems solve problems using a GA, while the RL-view holds that
they solve them as tabular Q-learning does.
An attempt was made to make these views more concrete by considering the
goals of a classi er system, and how two particular systems operate to achieve
these goals. We have considered how XCS and its strength-based twin SBXCS
di er in how they determine their policies, and seen that XCS's GA has far
less in uence on the policy that SBXCS's. This suggests the GA-view is more
appropriate for SBXCS (and other strength-based LCS like it). In contrast, the
RL-view seems entirely appropriate for XCS. Indeed, it has been shown elsewhere
that XCS is a proper generalisation of tabular Q-learning [18]. These di erences
indicate that XCS di ers greatly from other classi er systems, even its twin
SBXCS.
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